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so shocking yet one that still failed to break opposition to
gun law reform, despite the best efforts of thethen-vice
president Joe Biden.

Now Biden is in the Oval Office with a fresh mandate
and a weakened pro-gun lobby before him. In the light
oftwo recent mass shootings in Georgia and Colorado,
Ed Pilkington traces the Groundhog Day nature of
America's gun reform debate. Then, Guardian US gun
crime reporters Abené Clayton and Lois Beckett deliver
a damning verdict on why everything about America's
national discourse on firearms reform is wrong.
ThebigstoryPagero )

In Britain, politicians ofall stripes have longpressed the
national flag into service to unite the nation, but its use as
a stage prop or on official buildings is increasingly divisive.
Tim Adams looks at the ironies of the UK governmeRt's
efforts to wrap itself in the flag at a time when Brexit has
made the dissolution ofthe union more likely than ever.
Spotlig 15)

As the Covidpandemic kickedin lastyear, Germany
was held up as a model of civic adherence to lockdown
restrictions - yet its insistence on propriety has now
seen it fall behind in the mass vaccination drive.'As
tensions rise, Philip Oltermann reports on a moment of
introspection for the EU's powerhouqe state.
SpotlightP4ge22 )

important note to Weekly subscribers
in Europe
Please note, delivery to our subscribers in
Europe shou[d be expected within one ful.L week
of pubtication date, which is Friday. This follows
significant changes to our detivery process
caused by the Covid-19 pandemic and, more
recentty, the Ul( formatly leaving the EU. We
apotogise for any inconvenience.
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